HOW TO ORDER

STEM

BODY

OPTIONS

9
SS
8
FP
50
X
FP
50
Z - V

THREAD SIZE
MULTIPLES OF 100 FOR N.P.T.F.
MULTIPLES OF 16 FOR J.I.C., O.R.B. & M.F.S.

THREAD TYPE
FBSSP = Female BSPP
FFS = FEMALE FACE SEAL
FP = FEMALE PIPE (N.P.T.F.)
MBSSP = Male BSPP
MJ = MALE J.I.C. (37°)
MO = MALE O-RING BOSS (O.R.B.)
MP = MALE PIPE (N.P.T.F.)
MFS = MALE FACE SEAL
MFSB = MALE FACE SEAL BULKHEAD

SEAL MATERIAL
V = VITON®
AL = AFLAS®
ETP = Extreme Viton®
Other Seal Materials Available

MATERIAL AND PLATING
Ni = ELECTROLESS NICKEL
(NECK PLATING STANDARD ON SIZES 24 AND LARGER)
304 = 304 STAINLESS STEEL
(PIPE THREAD ONLY)
440 = 440c STAINLESS STEEL
(PIPE THREAD ONLY)
Z = ZINC

90°
OMIT FOR IN-LINE

THREAD SIZE
MULTIPLES OF 100 FOR N.P.T.F.
MULTIPLES OF 16 FOR J.I.C., O.R.B. & M.F.S.

THREAD TYPE
FBSSP = Female BSPP
FJ = FEMALE J.I.C. (37°) IN-LINE ONLY
FJS = FEMALE J.I.C. Swivel (37°) 90° ONLY
FO = FEMALE O-RING BOSS
(O.R.B.) 90° ONLY
FP = FEMALE PIPE (N.P.T.F.)
MBSSP = Male BSPP
MJ = MALE J.I.C. (37°)
PS = PIPE SWIVEL (N.P.S.M.) 90° ONLY
MP = MALE PIPE (N.P.T.F.) 90° ONLY
MFS = MALE FACE SEAL

CAUTION:
ALL SUPER SWIVELS MUST HAVE A FLEXIBLE CONNECTOR AT ONE END.
WARRANTY IS VOID WITHOUT A FLEXIBLE CONNECTOR ON ONE END.

REBUILDING KITS ARE AVAILABLE FOR ALL SWIVELS. SEE PAGE 72 (LIST).
WHEN ORDERING PLEASE SPECIFY PRESSURE, TYPE OF MEDIA, OR INDUSTRIAL OXYGEN USE.
SUPER SWIVELS® ARE NOT RECOMMENDED FOR BREATHING AIR/OXYGEN, OR STEAM.
ALL SWIVELS HAVE 4 TO 1 PROOF PRESSURE, EXCEPT 10,000 P.S.I. 3 TO 1 PROOF PRESSURE.
SUPER SWIVELS® MAY ALSO BE ORDERED BY ITEM NUMBER. SEE PAGES 62-72.

ANY SERIES STEM WILL FIT WITH THE SAME SERIES BODY. THEREFORE THERE ARE MANY COMBINATIONS THAT DO NOT APPEAR IN THIS CATALOG.
CALL, FAX, OR E-MAIL YOUR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS.